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Scien3fic	goals	
General	and	locally	
specific	orogenic	
processes	of	
Alpine-N	
Dinarides-N	
Apennines	systems	

Seismicity	and	seismotectonics,	
and	seismic	hazard		in	greater	
Alpine	region	

New	earthquake	catalogues	

Improving our current 3D crustal 
and mantle models



Earthquake Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

§  Across the AASN region we have ~15 seismic agencies that provide 
authoritative earthquake information to local authorities and public

§  Sharing of waveform data from permanent networks in region is 
excellent. Basically any and all networks share any and all real-time 
waveform data with each other. In most cases, also share near real-
time with an EIDA node.

§  Sharing of event parameter data from permanent networks in 
region is also excellent. Basically all networks all alerts with each 
other, ISC and EMSC. In an increasing number of cases, also share 
final reviewed earthquake via fdsnws/event



Earthquake Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

§  Yet there are major differences in earthquake information across 
different earthquake catalogues. Why?

§  Different areas of responsibility
     

(HR will use very different stations to IT…)



Earthquake Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

§  Yet there are major differences in earthquake information across 
different earthquake catalogues. Why?

§  Different responsibilities
  
 scientific vs rapid response catalogue 
   simple tools (location, Ml) or advanced products (MT, Mw, 
ShakeMaps…)

   target: microseismicity? Only >M2.5

Note: many networks have legal responsibilities to provide alert 
information - this effort will not conflict with these efforts



Earthquake Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

§  Yet there are major differences in earthquake information across 
different earthquake catalogues. Why?

§  Different technologies 
         
     seiscomp vs earthworm vs antelope vs homegrown

         levels of configuration
 

best practice for manual review

different metadata!!!



Earthquake Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

§  Yet there are major differences in earthquake information across 
different earthquake catalogues. Why?

§  Different models

generic 1D or local 1D/3D velocity models 

different attenuation models for magnitude



Catalogues in Europe: Challenges

What about the centers that provide coverage across Europe

§  EMSC collect alerts and ‘repackage’ event information. Release real-
time catalogue with delay of minutes. 

§  ISC collect alerts alerts, and final revised catalogues and ‘repackage’ 
event information. Release final catalogue with delay of years. 

But: 
q  neither agency re-processes raw waveform data in a standard 

manner
q  only deal with arrivals / magnitudes provided by each agency
q  inconsistencies between networks in terms of phase identification, 

setting phase arrival times, computing magnitudes are not accounted 
for
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•  Methodological	improvements	of	specific	seismic	methods.	
•  CombinaNon	of	various	seismic	imaging	methods	to	

improve	resolu3on	capabiliNes	for	common	targets.	
•  IncenNve	to	further	improve	geodynamic	modeling.	

Methodological	interests	

Independent	of	seismic	hazard	assessment	(that	is	closely	related	to	
responsabiliNes	of	seismological	observatories),	an	AA	seismicity	catalogue	
is	a	prerequisite	for	local	earthquake	seismic	tomography	and	to	
establish	a	3D	reference	crustal	model	for	greater	Alpine	region.	

Scien3fic	goals	

during	the	AA	workshop	February	2016	in	Zurich	it	was	proposed	
to	establish	an	AA	research	seismicity	catalogue	and	ETH	(Kissling)	

will	take	the	lead	



AASN research seismicity catalogue

We will apply the semi-automated routine picking procedure MPx 
and establish minimum 1-D models with VELEST 

 

Target:  
 
complete down to M2.5 across AASN region over at least 2 year 
nominal period of AASN (1/2016-12/2017) 
 
uniform high-precision hypocenter locations 
 
highly consistent phase identification and arrival time  
picking with consistent uncertainty estimate 
 

 



AASN research seismicity catalogue

§  We are building a research catalogue for AA seismic research – 
not an official network product 

§  Hence: 
q        No interferences with any observatory catalogues
q        No timeline for delivery
q        No responsibility to share outside of AASN (but may do so later)

We will build a catalogue using entire dataset from AASN based 
on best practice at SED-ETHZ 

 
collaboration across AASN community, but will be led by ETH 



AASN research seismicity catalogue: Plan

§  We will try to build a catalogue using entire dataset from AASN 
based on best practice at SED

 
Entire dataset from AASN:
!
-  All 450+ permanent and temporary stations

-  May augment with SP, SM stations where easily available

-  Note: 5 months delay with some stations: delay for this period is 
minimum before starting work



§  We will try to build a catalogue using entire dataset from AASN 
based on best practice at SED

 
Best Practice at SED seismic network / SEG research group!
q        Use SeisComP3 framework / NLLoc

Work procedure:
q        Automatic screening initially uses standard SC3 picker
q        Consistent set of picks using MPX
q        Manual screening for large events using scolv
q        Establish and use min 1D velocity model for entire region

AASN research seismicity catalogue: Plan



Review of Catalogue:
using new best 1D and 3D models
q        revise old events
q        continue to develop event catalogue 

Other Notes:
Local magnitude using Mlh / scolv (attenuation relation to be 
decided)
Moment Tensors / Mw using scmtv
First motion focal mechanisms using scolv / hash

AASN research seismicity catalogue: Plan



AASN research seismicity catalogue: Timeline

§  Now: Begun automated collection of all waveform data, exploring 
data completeness / quality

§  By end of year: initial setup of processing machine / generation of 
automatic catalogue for first 8 months of AASN

§  Every 3 months: target update of automated catalogue, manual 
review of larger events

§  Summer 2017: creation of optimal 1D velocity models for 
regeneration of AASN catalogue.

 



Usage of AASN research seismicity catalogue

§  Direct usage for local earthquake tomography (LET)

§  LET: complement in parts or for whole region with catalogues of 
previous years from individual seismological observatories (will 
require consistency checking and update)

§  Direct usage or update for observatory purposes (review of 
catalogues, magnitudes, moment tensors, etc.)




